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FAO and agriculture health
• Producing sufficient food to 

sustain the world’ s 
population and fight against 
hunger without destroying 
the environment is the 
greatest public health 
challenge of the 21st century

• In 2007, over 21 billion food 
animals were produced for over 6 
billion people 

• By 2020 the demand for animal 
protein up by 50% mainly in 
developing countries requiring over 
30 billion animals
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Increasing food demandIncreasing food demand

FAO and agriculture health



• FAO has been engaged in the fight 
against HPAI, H5N1 since 2004 and many 
lessons have been learned

• The disease has changed the landscape 
of veterinary medicine and how it fits into 
public health and agriculture health issues

Avian influenza and agriculture 
health



• The current global epidemic of AI 
originated in rice paddies of South East 
Asia that had been wetland sanctuaries

• When humans and domestic animals 
encroach on ecological niches they create 
new opportunities for cross-species 
transmission of diseases.

Avian influenza and agriculture 
health
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Intersection Environment, Agriculture and health
An integrated approach

Socio-economic factors

- market chain analysis
- Trade pattern
- Production systems
-Cultural practices

Environmental risk factors

-Wild bird migration pathway
- interface domestic poultry 
production systems and wild 
bird habitats

Virus eco-epidemiology

- AI surveillance
- Epidemiological 
studies
- Molecular 
epidemiology / virus 
evolution

Eco-system based 
interventions



Eco-system based interventions

Human health risks

Agro-ecological

AI Risk factors
Introduction Establishment re-occurrence

Inputs Production Marketing ConsumersMarketing chain 
component 

Human-animal 
interface

• Integrated risk management approach



Agriculture Health and AI
International joint initiatives

• Thematic reference group on Environment, 
agriculture and infectious diseases (international 
independent think tank convened by the Special 
Programme for Research and training in tropical 
diseases - TDR)

• Foster international forum, bringing together 
excellence of research in agriculture/vet and 
medical science: the VERONA conference
– Avian influenza at the human-animal interface



Agriculture Health and AI
international initiatives

• FETP program for veterinarians: building 
capacity at the animal-human interface

• Landmark agreement among WHO, FAO 
and OIE: the Global Livestock Early 
Warning System



The GLEWS Public Website
http://www.glews.net



Conclusion

• A the world around us undergoes unfamiliar 
large-scale changes as a consequence of 
unprecedented size human related 
activities, so our modes of thought analysis 
and action must adapt

• We must improve our ability to predict 
when conditions are favorable to cause an 
interruption in health status



Conclusion
• The health status of livestock is our Achille’s heel, not 

out profit center. Diagnosis and treatment are rearview 
mirror actions

…. Prevention is the name of the game (G. BeVier). 

……..to successfully address infectious 
diseases, whether plants, animals or humans, 
requires a holistic, system-based approach, 
and truly collaborative, multisectoral and 
interdisciplinary partnerships



Thank you for your attentionThank you for your attention
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